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Let's hold any questions and go right on since there is not much 

time le£ t. "Marcia, would you like to tell us what Panel II fOoJnd? 

MS. GUTTENTAG: 

Our task ~vas to discuss j.mproving the definition of evaluation 

criteria. As someone left our meeting at the very end, he said to 

me, "ls it re~lly possible to disagree' .... ~vith everything that everyone 

else has said here? II 

With that as a caveat, whatever I present is necessarily dis

torted and shaped to make it sound as though there is a little con

sensus around what ~vas said. I have six points to make ~vhich sum

marize our discussion, then a couple of conclusions, and a pessi-

mistic and an optimistiC note on which to end. 

Point Number 1. We began by discussing effectiveness and 

efficiency criteria and decided early on that these were only two 

among many and that it was important not to use them as the sole 

criteria, this for several reasons. 

First, that there are an enormous number of different llleans 

and different ways of operationalizin[ each of these constructs 
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and that, because of this, any single choice in operationalization is 

bound to exclude others. 

Second, that they often are premature specifications as cate

gories. That deciding that one is going to use them as the evalua

tive criteria makes certain presumptions about ~vhat is being evnluatDcl 

which may not be correct assumptions either at that time or at any 

time. 

The second point. That led us to a discussion of the realities 

of evaluative criteria, ~vhich \ve think are partially, first, that 

there are many different audiences, different users, multiple per

spectives which each of these audiences have and therefore multiple 

and different criteria. That the values qnd criteria of these audi

ences must be specified in one \vay as one of the basic ~vays of de

fining evaluative criteria. That is OTIe of the first jobs one has. 

The third point. We then entered-... a discussion of the difference 

between criteria and measurement. If I can summarize that, we felt 

this a very important distinction because criteria are' never sub

sumed by any single form of measurement. Criteria ar~ the standards 

or objectives--that is, they are much more abstract than any single 

set of measures. The measures are the forms of information which 

are related back to the criteria. 

Fourth point. He then turned from this relatively abstract 

discussion to a discussion of ~vhat are the concrete criteria that 

are nmv important in decision-making in various agencies--the agencies 

represented in the room. I am going to mention three of these. 

One cd.terion which came up was compliance. That was the cri

terion being used by the Internal Revenue'Service. 
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Another criterion which was discussed--and this one seemed to 

be extremely g~neral across agencies--was influencing other organi

zations. 

A third criterion was institutionalization of a program--that 

is, will someone else pick up the tab. 

Let me reindicate w'hat ~"e are talking about here when we talk 

about criteria. These are the criteria that are used to determine 

,,,hat decisions will be made about. That is decisions are made on 

the basis of answers to these criteria. It is clear having pre

sented these criteria to you, that most evaluators are not in the 

business of providing information relevant to them of doing mea

surement that is relevant to them. We thought that ,,,as quite 

interesting. 

Someone in the group suggested that perhaps one other trans-
'-" cendent criterion that all agencies have is some aspect of cost-

benefit analY1:\is, or hOI" much things cost. 

Fifth, ,,,e then turned to .a discussion D£ hOI" to avoid ,,,hat ,,,as 

characterized as Type 1 errors. That is, the consecutive shaping 

of the criteria in terms of what looked as though the measures ,,,ould 

turn out to show to bE:: sl1ccessful~O This is the old problem of look

ing under the streetlieht because the light is better there for the 

keys that you lost down the street where it ,,,as dark. 

In other words, this is a danger raised about fitting one's 

criteria to one's successes and successively pruning along the 

way so that the measurement that was finally decided upon would 

be a very carefully selected set or single instance of gems rather 

than stones. 

40 See page 277, footnote 36, above. 
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The sixth and final point is that I think we all agree that 

evaluation should only be done where information ,\Till be used in 

decision-making, and that it was pointless to spend evaluation re

sources to conduct evaluations ,\There the information would not he 

used in decision-making. 

Trying to end on a hopeful note, we did that the following way. 

First, one of our group suggested that there are lots of simple 

quesU.ons ,\Thich are essentially descriptive that can be ans1;vered 

and are being answered all the time. He are doing better at tlw t. 

Second, that a great many decisions require simple, descriptive 

information about \vhat is happening and "That is related to what. hIe 

are equipped to answer such things. It '.s only farther down the pike 

that we get to questions of why it is happening; and although ,'le are 

very interested in those issues and those are the complex and po1icy

related issues, those are not the questions that are being asked. 

We ended on a very opportunistic note when Kenneth R. Feinberg 

said that for the evaluator king who can come'a10ng and discover 

what programs will actually reduce the crime rate, the presidency is 

waiting. Hhat I have given you is a list, and you might be interested 

in what we think is important and not important on that list. Perhaps 

I should leave that to the questions and to let other people in the 

groups--in the group that we had, ans,ver. 

MR. BENINGTON: 

While people think of serious questions, I have a comment. I 

now see the statistician's view of the Constitution. And that is 

th~t the Executive makes Type 1 errors and the Legislative, Type 2. 
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MS. CIlELIMSKY: 

Are there any questions, serious or not? 

PARTIGIP ANT: 

I am Vickie Jaycox, the National Institute. Ny major complaint 

from this discussion goes back to what I feel is sort of a cop-out of 

evaluators at this point. Federal agencies, regardless of who the 

user of the evaluation is, at some point have to ans't.;rer to ,,,hether 

or not they have had any effect on ,,,hat the legislation ,,,as formulated 

for--basic questions of \"hether or not they are going to get refunded, 

related to \vhether their programs changed anything in the world. So 

,,,hen you get down to the question of ,,,hether Joe Shmo ,,,ants to refund 

his program, he has different questions to ask. ~ihen you are asking 

whether something changed in the world, then you are into a different 

kind of evaluation. NO't'" what everybody has been talking about is a 

very simple, s traightfonvard) user-oriented evaluation. But there 

has been really no discussion of the role of really basic evaluation 

research, asking 't"hat is the effect of"'~programs. I think it I S some

thing that ,,,as missed. I I d like some kind of commenl::s on whether we are 

ever going to get back to real basic effectiveness evaluations, on 

whether we learned something conclusive from the evaluation. Docs that 

make any sense? 

HS. GUTTENTAG: 

Absolutely. I hope I am free to give a personal opinion. Must 

I keep representing the panel? 

Of course that is the question--does ,,,hat we are doing matter 

in any way? lihat are the effects of what we are doing? I think 

that is the key issue in evaluation. 
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I personally though have been quite biased in reading evalua

tions by looking at the evaluation methodologies that have been used 

to answer that'question. The methodologies tllemselves have often b0en 

inappropriate because of the assumptions that they have made, either 

about '''hat is happening in the world, or about the statistical pr.o

perties of what is happening in the ,,,orld such that certain methods 

could be used. So, coming from that critical stance, I am ah"ays 

extremely concerned about ,,,hat I call premature effectiveness evalua

tion. That is, it seems to me that more untruths have been told in 

the attempt to try to say ,,,hat the etfecc."W'>lless uf a program is th1.1n 

the reverse. That is, I think we have been on nafer ground in looking 

at a variety of different criteria and in keying evaluations to the 

criteria that decision-makers have so that the information that is 

pruduced is al,,,ays in terms of the decisions that have to be made 

as a program develops. That is terribly abstract; I suppose that 

is why you get something of a bias in ~"hat I have said. 

NS. JAYCOX: ,. ... 
I feel that it's because it's so difficult that we say, 

"Well, 'ole don't ,,,ant to do that any,,,ay." 

NS.GUTTENTAG: 

Ny opinion is that 've must provide decision-makers with 

information that they want. 

NS. JAYCOX: 

At a higher level, that is a very demanding kind of information. 

Did you reduce crime this year? We can't tell. We don't know. 

NS. GUTTENTAG: 

That's right. Well, you see, I think we are so much better 

off saying, We don't know, than, No, the things tV'e did didn't help. 
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QUESTION FRON FLOOR: 

Is it that you saY,we don't know,or that you illuminate th0 

number of things that affect the crime rate beyond the narrmv thingH 

you measure? 

HS. GUTTENTAG: 

That is certainly one of the very useful ways of answering 

that question. 

P ART I eIP ANT: 

Walter Bergman, IRS. I share the same concern as that expressed 

by Hs. Jaycox. I think the anSHer is really long-t€:rIU research us 

opposed to ,vhat I have only learned in very recent months or the 

last two years to know by the name of evaluation. Because it's n 

term 'ole never even used. This takes more than answering a single 

administrator's politically motivated, genera' . .t.Y immediate whim. 

I think it transcends administration. I think it transcends a single 

manager's interests. I don't think the;.se anSHers can be gotten 

easilY-~'I have to keep talking about IRS because it is something I 

know about. In our particular instance, 'ole started in 1962 'vi th 

our taxpayer compliance measurement program. He are trying to find 

out not what our body count is, but 'ole are trying to find Qut 'vhether 

we are doing anything to affect the public out there :in terms of 

their behavior, their compliance. And 'vhat is happening to it. This 

does require a serious expe.rimental design. He have had to develop 

panels. Unfortunately this means the same person gets audited t,viee 

in a ro,,,. We are trying to find out 'vhether or not the fact that 

we audited him the first time made any difference in his behavior 

the second time. Fortunately, I ,,,ould hope that our process is not 

considered destructive testing. 
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MS. GUTTENTAG: 

Do you have informed consent to that? 

QUESTION FROM FLOOR: 

Informed by whom? 

Q'uESTION FROM FLOOR: 

Is it random assignment? 

MR. llERGtlAN: 

Yes, it is random. It's random \vithin random. He do get pro

tes ts a t times, I assure you. But someho\\T, we have been able to con

vince our constituency that this is necessary in order to maintain 

a voluntary compliance system \vith the tax system. 

My only argument really is that I think we have to differentiate 

bet\veen long-run research, \vhich \vil1 give us some insight into the 

real hard answers -- the final outputs that I mentioned before, ver-
" ... 

sus some of the shorter-run evaluations. I think evaluations art' 

\vondcrfu1 for efficiency kinds of measurements. He do a lot of those, 

too. 

MR. EHING: 

Could I conmlcnt on that? I'd like to say that it seems to me 

that if you got at some juncture a willing ear on the part of a pro

gram manager or agency head -- whatever he might be -- decision

maker, somebody who is willing to talk about what his goals and 

objectives may be, one of the aspects of that situation is that you 

have got an interactive kind of discussion going, hopefully, in which 

he says what his objectives are; and you tell him what you can give 

him in the short run (if he tvants something in the short run) and 

what you can't. You also tell him what can be measured currently 
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and ~vhat can't be or hm., \vell it cnn be. It seems to me that in 

keeping ~vith our notion of a deal or a bargain, \vhat you are hopL'

fully able to work out is some kind or agreement that there are 

some things that can indeed be answered today or tomorrow or Friday 

or next week. and other things that \vill take a year and maybe wi 11 

result in nothing much more than a disciplined judgnwl1t. Some otlll'r 

things require systematic analysis. Some things require monitoring 

only. Other things require evaluation of a fairly well-disciplin0cl 

sort, and some other things can only be ans\vered through long-tl'rm 

research. 

Hopefully, you can \vork out therefore a kind of a mix of 

strategies which, combined, will begin not only to anStver th(> per-

haps politically motivated, shor.:-term administrator's question, 

but also begin to serve the function of. accumulating knm"lcdge, 

putting building blocks in place and beginning to build a body of' 

knmvledge from t"hich much more sensible judgments and decisions c.:m 

be made. 

To respond to an earlier question about tvhere the agencies an~ 

that have done thiS, I don't knO\., of any that have done it; but let 

me just say on behalf of one that has been much criticized, both here 

and elsetvhere, that LEM has at least put together an evaluation 

program which includes evaluation of its discretionary funds which 

are program evaluations, many of ~vhich are very clumsy and m"k\vard 

kinds of evaluations. But it is also developing a program in the 

development of better methods for measuring and is also \vorking 

on developing instructions to states and local governments on hm" 

to do simple evaluations and more complex ones and is also doing 

some long-range kinds of things including some things that started 

a couple of years ago for us it's long-range. For most Federal 

agencies it is. They are going to last another three or four years. 
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I think it is probably true that a great many agencies arc 

working in that vein trytng to put togother a mix of strategies. 

PARTICIPANT: 

I'd like to make an observatio~ at least. You know, really, 

most of us ,,,ho arc here represt~nti.ng an agency are> here bc:~cause, 

to some varying degree, that agency is supporting an evaluation 

effort. In varying degrees, we are or have recognition within 

the ag(mcy. It seems to me one of the things we> havt> on oeca

sian in the conference overlooked is that w~ arc ourselves in 

most cases managers who have evaluation as a product. We are 

rcspOludble therefore as managers to reaJ.ly do a great many of 

the things that ,,,e are ollrs(~lves in turn talking about trying to 

get managers to do. 

It seems on occasion we haVE to talk about negotiation. We 

have to negotiate our mm products, all right. We haVe to sell 

those products as evaluation, and I thi;nk Hhat \o1e hav€' had repre

sented here also on occasion are a multitude of different management 

styles as well as evaluative styles. Some have reflected management 

styles that have worked. There ar~ those, for instance, in education, 

who have said, you knO\o1, \"e have had an office that has been able 

to accomplish a certain sale of our product. 

In 0 ther words, \o1e are ourselves managers, and it seems we 

are mixing on occasion a management question with a product question. 

That has been a part of our conflict here. 

PARTICIPANT: 

I'd like to solicit your comments on how you feel about the 

same thing. I have gott-en the feeling that therE: is sort of a 

projective need on the part of decision-makers,as compared to the 
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overall feeling of a retrospective view in evaluation. The decision

makers must Lake not only a retrospective vie,., of what \'larked ancI whnt: 

didn't \.,ork (and possibly ,.,hy and ho,.,) but must also address the 

"what if" question. Ny decisions relater. not so much to ,.,hat hns pnssl~d, 

but what is in the future: if I have options, or if I can identify 

alternative options, I need to have some mcans--sometimes it's thv 

seat of the pants, it's intuitive, it's mathu~atical, call it what 

you will. All of those. But how do I convert what happened in that 

case, that set of cases, into the decisions I have to make about 

,.,hat ,.,il1 happen or ,,,hat is likely to happ('n? Hm., do I convert: tIl(> 

retrospective into the projective? 

We seem to have been focusing on ,.,hat happened, and I don't 

know how ,.,e are going to get into crystal balls, map modeling, seat of the 

pants, how we are going to put these things together. But most 

of the decisions are not retrospective. They are projective. I'd 

like to gAt your feeling on how we convert an evaluation of a project 

that is on-going or that happened into,. proj ective tools that are .-
credible? 

HS. CHELIHSKY: 

I think one of. the big problems we have is that an evaluation's 

findings are often not generalizable (because of problems in the 

design, because of problems in the data, because of a million other 

reasons) even for the period in which they are derived. So that, 

you know, if they aren't even generalizable beyond the population 

studied to begin with, it's difficult to have confidence in their 

genera1izability to unknown future situations. 

PARTICIPANT: 

As I see it, the basic problem of a manager is to generalize. 

And the point is,he either generalizes to different individuals, 

different programs, or to the same one continuing or changing. His is 
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inherently an obj ec tive task. :;: don't think ,.,0 nrc facing thc~ r ,tel 

that our vJ.m., has been essentially rt~trospeetive, hut his vic\., 1.s 

essentially projoctive. 

HR. EHING: 

Let me comment briefly. It seems to me the usual scenario in 

most l.1.gencies is that people ,.,hosp hnckground is in res£.~arch lwcl1llll' 

evaluators or become the managers of evaluation which is controctl'd 

out. Thc.'y get products ,,,,hieh then g£~L sent in nict! nC:!at: pat!kn~;(>!~ 

to administrators of agencies, and the administrators don't rCl.1.d 

them because they are too thick or because they arc untimely or 

beeause they simply have no training or background thuml:lclves which 

permits them to make head or tails of ,.,hat is given them. Host 

administrators for some reason -- I'm sure there are reasons --

are not themselves trained in re~~e,arch or have any experience ,.,i,tll 

research. ' . 

,-
One of the things that is missing'is a bridging function. We 

talked about that some in our panel. A function thnt involves some

body who understands enough about: research to understand ,.,hat it is 

the evaluation results say, but that same person has to understnnd 

enough about the needs of management to assure that he can take 

management's needs and make sense of them in terms of the evaluation 

results. That is a rare kind of parson ,.,ho can do that. It's a 

function that gets performed,I think,very seldom. It's one that r 
think most agencies have a great deal of trouble with, but it's 

not an impossible thing to do if somebody :!..s assigned to do it "lho 

has some conunon sense. One of the troubles ,vith it is that it hasn't 

been recognized well enough as a discrete function which needs to be 

performed and which is not typically well performed by a researcher 

or by a manager by himself. 
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Our administrator, for example, is fairly i.ntcrcstcd in evalua

tion results, but tends to be put off by them the more they nrc put 

in terms which he regards as research gobblt>dygook. That I think 

is a serious problem. 

Related to that is a comment that ~vas made in our panel ~vhich 

is that a great many people seem to make evaluation a very pretcnt:iC)t1H 

kind of thing. That is, more pretentious than it needs to be or 

deserves to be. If it were stated more modestly, it would not only 

be belter understooc.l< but more in keeping T"ith the modesty of th(.' 

findings. That might also help. 

MS. GUTTENTAG: 

There are of course models of inference ~vhich make it possibll> 

to take a prospective look. They are avail~ble. 
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